
121. 00-8

N~~horoRtics - Course 121

BASIC RELIABILITY CONCEPTS

I THE ~F.NERAL RF:LIARILTTY FUNCTTON

Suppose No identical components are placed into service
a~: .I-~ime t. =: O. and that N(t) of these components survive
uDtil time t. Then the probability that anyone of the
origi:.lal components is still working at time t, ie, the
~ompnn9nt reliability R(t), is given by

R(t) = N(t)
No

The nu~ber of components failing per unit time at time
t. is l~ (t) - the dot in liN (t)" indicates the time derivative.
':::"11:~Y). the probabil i ty t.ha t anyone of the original components
fcd.ls during unit time at time t is

f(t) = _N(~ = - R(t)
Ho

\4~>,:.-:--r; f (~-,) ~LS th.e fnil11re dist.ribution function (see
l?'.OQ-7 r sect jon TIl). A hypothetical failure distribution
~uDc~ion iA shn~n in Figure 1.

T t
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i->~' t.~-··, :

.f ':'c) dt / :o.:"12p:r:esented as an incremental slice of the
hred under the curve, is the probability that a
com~)~ent ictils during the interval (t, t+dt).

12-'0

UJ
.~

i
j
o

f(t.)d.t "" 1

(Th~r~ ~re only No components to fail, and all will
have failed by t ~ (0) •

(3) By QE',fi.nitioll, R('i'), the component reliability at t =

T, is the probability that the component is still per
fU:CIlll.ll~l' i-(.:s intended purpose at time T, ie, the
probaLility that it fails after t = T. Therefore,

00

R('I') = r f(t)dt.
"''1'

:~HlLlil&:-:ly, the compon~nt unreliability Q (T) is the
2robability that the component fails by time T, and

'I'
Q('r) = I f(t)dt.

o

Consistent with Note 2 above,

R(T) + Q(T) = 1

Example l

One thousand light bulbs were installed at t = O.
After 5000 hours' continuous service, 153 bulbs have burned
OU~, and bulbs are failing at the rate of 1.8 per day.
~lhdt ~.::; th•..:.: bulb ::celiability for a 5000 hour mission? What
is rh~ v~lue of the failurt distribution function at t =
5000'?

Solution

1~ ( t) ::.:

R(5000) == N (5000)
No

== 0.847



ie, the bulb reliability for a 5000 hour mission is 0.847.

f(t) = _N'(t)
No

f(5000) = _N(5000)
No

-1.8/24= - 1000

= 7.5 X 10- 5 per hour

ie, the value of the failure distribution function at

t = 5000 h is 7.5 X 10- 5 h- 1

II

The probability that any surviving component fails during
unit time at time t, sometimes called the "instantaneous
hazard rate", or simply the IIfailure rate", is

A(t) =

=

l~ (t)--
N(t)

N(t)/i\Io

N(t}/No

.
R(t)

- RltT

Integrating both sides of this equation over the interval
(0, t) gives

t

f A (t)dt

o

= _jt)
R(o)

dR
R

Exponentiating both

-In R(t) + In R(o)

= -In R(t) + ln 1

= -In R(t)

sides with base "e"
t :

-I;\(t1)dt11

R (t) = e a I
I ~ ---Jl
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This is the genepal peliability function.

II RELIABILITY FOR 'USEFUL LIFE' MISSIONS

The A(t) versus t curve is often called the "Bathtub
Curve" because of its characteristic shape as seen in
Figure 2. Note that each curve in Figure 2 is divided into
three sections. Section I, where the failure rate is de
creasing, is called the "infant mortality epa", or "burn
in era". Here failures are predominantly due to manufac
turing defects. Section II in the life history of a com
ponent is called the "useful life era". Here the failure
rate is minimum and constant with time, ie, failures are
random in time. Section III is called the r'UJeap out era".
Here the failure rate rises as components fail due to wear
or fatigue. Figure 2 shows that electronic components
typically have lengthier, better-defined useful lives than
mechanical components.

I l-- II ---I-m-
1>(t) : ', ', ,, ,, ,, ,, ,

o
(a)

A(t) :I:~n!- 1lI-
, ,,,,,,,

o

(b)

Figure 2: Failure Rate Curves Typical of (a) Electronic

Components and (b) Mechanical Components

Clearly, it is advantageous to operate equipment
during its useful life era because the failure rate is
least, ie, the availability of the equipment is greater be
cause the fraction of time on forced outage is reduced.
Useful life operation is achieved in practice by placing
only burned in components in service, and by either re
placing or overhauling components before they reach the
wear out era, ie, by following the so-called Golden Rule
of Reliability,
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TI,e (;01 den EllIe of RAliahiJ. i ty

Replace components as they fail within their useful
lives, and replace components preventatively, even if they
have not failed, no ~ater than by the end of their useful
lives.

If operation is restricted to the useful life of a
component or system, then the failure rate is constant and
th~ "general reliability function" derived in section I
sjrnpli£ie!'; to

R (t) -At= e

Similarly f(t) Ae -A t
"=

and Q(t) :: 1
-,\ t- e

~hA relationships amongst R(t), f(t) and Q(t) are shown in
Figures 3 anci 4.

R{t)

o

-At
e

t

Figure 3: Useful Life Reliability Function

f (t)
- At

f(t) ~ Ae

o T

:'igure 4: Useful Life Failure Distribution Function
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Consider two missions of equal duration t - mission A
~arly in the useful life and mission B late in the useful
life of a component - see Figure 5.

Figure 5: Hypothetical Missions A and B

Question: How does the reliability for mission B compare
with that for mission A?

Answer: The re1iabilities for the two missions are
exactly the same. The reliability of useful life missions
depends only on the mission time t, since the failure rate
is constant.

Proof: Consider a mission which begins T units into the
useIul life of a component, and concludes t units later 
see Figure 6.

f (t)

o

!:' igurE: 0: Failure Distribution Function for Useful Life
"

Mission over Interval (T, T + t)
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Let ST, ST+t denote component survival to time T, time
T + t, respectively. Then the mission reliability is the
conditional probability,

=

=

P (5'1'+/' ST)

P(ST)
by PR6

00

f Ae-Atdt

= T+t
00

f Ae-Atdt
T

= (see Figure 6)

-At= e

Note that the mission reliability is utterly indepen
dent of T and depends only on A and t.

III MEAN TIME TO FAILURE

DEFINITION: The Mean Time to Failure (MTTF) of a component
is the average time it would operate under useful life
conditions before failing.

By PR9 adapted for the case of a continuous probability
distribution function,

MTTF :: E(t) = I tf(t)dt

00

= I tAe-\tdt
o

ie, IMTTF = 1
A
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Note that there is no ma~hematical relationship between
the MTTF and the useful life (UL) of a component. For
example, Figure 7{a) depicts a short UL and long HTTP
(small A => large l/A), whereas Figure 7(b) depicts a long

UL and relatively short MTTF (large A => l/A).

A

o

(a) Short ULi long MTTF

o

(b) Long ULi short MTTF

Figure 7

Note that the MTTF is often much longer than the use
ful life. For example, for a human in the prime of life
the failure rate may be of the order of 10- 3 per annum,
corresponding to a MTTF of 1000 years. What this means is
that people would live an average of 1000 years if they
could 'operate' continuously under 'useful life' conditions.
In reality, of course, an individual enters the 'wear out
region' long before the 1000 years expire, and failure is
due to aging rather than to random statistical failures
(eg, accidents, terminal illnesses) characteristic of prime
of life operation.

Anot.her example of Lhest::: l,;oncepLs - one which may,
perhaps, be analyzed with a little more objectivity - is
the life history of automobile tires. The useful life
failure rate of a tire might be 2.5 x 10- 6 per krn, ~orre

spending to a 'MTTF' of 400,000 km. In reality, of course,
the tire goes bald long before the 400,000 km is up, and
fails due to wear rather than due to the random statistical
failures (eg, punctures, overheating) characteristic of use
ful life operation.

Example 1

A component has a MTTF of 10,000 hours and a useful
life of 1000 hours. Find the reliability for (a) a 10 hour
mission (b) the entire useful life.
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Solution

(a) R (t) -At= e where A = 1

MTTF

R (10)
-10-~ x 10= e

= 0.9990

ie, the reliability for a 10 hour mission is 0.9990.

(b) R(lOOO)
-10-~ X 10 3

= e

= 0.9048

ie, the reliability for the useful life is 0.9048.

Example 2

If a system is required to have a reliability of at
least 99.9% for a 100 hour, useful life mission, find the
minimum tolerable MTTF.

Solution

R (t) = -Ate

R(lOO) ~ 0.999 => e-100A p 0.999

ie, -IDOl.. ~ In 0.999

ie, A ~ 1.00 X 10- 5 h- 1

MTTF ~ 1.00 x 10 5 hours

ie, the minimum tolerable MTTF is 1.00 x 105 hours.
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IV RELIABILITY OF NETWORKS OF COMPONENTS

(i) Series Network

Suppose that n components are connected in series, see
Figure 8, and that system operation requires all n
components:

....~

Figure 8: n Components in Series

Then system reliability Rs is the probability that all
n components survive, ie, if R. represents the ith
component reliability, 1

R
S

Rl Rz ••.•. Rn

n
= II R·

. 1 11=

by PRI

Assuming useful life operation of all components,

R. (t) = -Aite
1

n _Ai t
and R (t) = IT es i=l

le, =
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(ii) Parallel Network

Figure 9: n Com£onents in Parallel

Suppose that n redundant components are connected in
parallel. Then system unreliability Qs is the probability
that all n components fail:

Q =s

n
II Qi

i=l
by PRI

Assuming useful life operation of components,

Q. (t)
1

1 D /~ \·"i \ '-I

-)..·t= 1 - e l

and
n
II

i=l

Note: All components essential to system operation,
whether physically connected in series or not, are effectively
in series as far as system reliability is concerned. The
reader may assume that all block diagrams given in examples,
assignments, and check-outs are reZi2biZity bZock diagrams,
ie, that components shown in series are all necessary to the
integrity of that series path, whereas components or branches
of components shown in pardll~l ar~ redundant.
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Example 1

Figure 10

(a) Derive an expression for the reliability Rs of the
system of Figure 10, in terms of component reliabilities
R1 , R2 , ••••• ,R s •

(b) Calculate the numerical value of Rs if

R1 = R2 = R3 = R~ = Rs = 0.900000

(c) Calculate the numerical value of Rs for a 5000 hour
mission if Al = 10- 5 f/h, A2 = A3 = 8 X 10- 5 f/h, and
A~ = AS = 5 X 10- 6 f/h.

solution

The given system is neither simple series nor simple
parallel, but it is series-parallel in nature, ie, it is
readily analyzed as a composite of simple series and simple
parallel configurations. The given system is equivalent to
the following simple series system:

where

and

where

it±:------GJ-- ~ 2

2 3x50"lo

- 12 -
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where Ra = P(2 or 3 "2 I s" survive)

= 3C2R~Q2 + 3C3R~

= 3R~ (1-R2) + R~

by PR4

Note that there are 3C Z = 3 ways for exactly two of the
..... h ...... "rt. "') I '" II +-'"' C"'" ,..... ... 7., "I:Tr'\ .,,~r'l "'-'r"'l1 '1:7 -,... - ~ 1 t'..7~'t7 for all three............ w. ....... ... .... '-'-' ..., \"oL.L. Y ... v,- , ...... ...... '\",,4 ....., ........ 1 J ..... J ...,."""'.:t

"2's" to survive.

Rb = 1 Q
b

= 1 QcQs

= 1 (1 Rc ) (1 - Rs)

where R = R 3 R"c

Substituting for Ra , Rb and Rc gives

R = R1 [3R~ (l-Rz)+R~] [l-(1-R 3 R,,) (l-Rs)]s

(b) Rs = 0.9[3(.9)2(.1)+(.9)3] [1-(1-.9x.9) (1-.9)]

= 0.858179

• '. Rl (5000)
-10- s x 5000e

= 0.951229

Similarly R2 (5000) = R3 (5000) = 0.670320

and R,,(5000) = Rs (5000) = 0.975310

Substituting for Ri in the expression for Rs derived in
(a) gives

R = 0.703172s
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iii Use of Baye's Theorem to Analyze Non Series-Parallel..NetwoJ::'ks

Some reliability block diagrams are not readily broken
down into simple series and parallel subsystems. A condi
tional probability approach can be useful in analyzing the
reliability of such systems. Consider the schematic relia
bility block diagram of Figure 11. Suppose that the calcu
lation of system reliability could be simplified substantially
if the status of component x were known.

Figure 11: Schematic Representation of a Network Containing
Component x

Recall from 121.00-3, Baye's Theorem, which states that
if event A can occur only in conjunction with one of two
mutually exclusive events, Bl and B2 , then

This equation can be interpreted with reference to the
system of Figure 11 as follows:

A -

Bl -

B2 -

system survives

component x survives

component x fails

The above equation can then be rewritten as follows:

p(system survives) = P(system surviveslx survives)
P(x survives + P{system survives I
x fails)P(x fails)

The following short-hand notation will be used in this
text:

RX
- P(system survives Ix survives)s

RX
- P (s~lstem c!''\Y''''t7'; '1TrlC! I" ..c:~.; , _ \

S
.... '-'1. ...... V ~ V '-" ....... I ~ .L.l..A.~..L°1

The preceding statement of Baye's Theorem is then written

IR = RXR + RXQ I
. s s x s x

where R , Q represent component x reliability, unreliability,x x
respectively.

- 14 -
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Example 2:

Calculate the reliability of the following simple parallel
system using Baye's Theorem:

Solution:

Choose component 1 as component x

Then R = RIR + RIOs SIS I

Note that this is readily identified as the correct answer
by applying PR3 to the following:

P(system survives) = P("l" survives U "2" survives).

This answer is also derived readily from the expression
developed for parallel networks in section IV(ii) above:

Os = QI02

ie, R = 1-Qs s

= 1 QIQ2

= 1 (l-R I) (1-R2)

= R 1 + R 2 RIR 2 as abovp-.

- 15 -
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Example 2:

Calculate the reliability of a system of two identical
switches in parallel. A switch can fail open or short and
has failure rate

A = A + Ao s

where A is the rate of failing open, and
o

A is the rate of failing short.s

-tJ-
2

Solution:

Expanding about switch #1 using Baye's Theorem,

pes) = P(sjlG)P(lG) + p(sl IFO)P(lFO) + P(sjlFS)P(1FS)

where S - system
IG - switch

lFO - switch
IFS - switch

survives
#1 survives
#1 fails open
#1 fails short

using analogous notation for switch #2,

P(S/IG) = P(2G U 2FO)

= P ( 2G ) + P (2FO) by PR4

ie, if switch #1 survives the system survives providing
switch #2 either survives or fails open. Note that the
system fails if either switch fails short, regardless of
the status of the other switch, because the system loses
the ability to open the circuit.

Also, P(SIIFO) = P(2G), and
P(SllFS) = 0

peS) = [P(2G) + P(2FO) ]P(1G) + P(2G)P(1FO)

- 16 -
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If rand q represent switch reliability and unreliability,
respectively, then

P(lG) = P (2G) = r,

P(lFO) P(2FO)
A

O and= = T q,

A
P(lFS) P (2FS) s= = Tq

A A
Then P(S) = [r + ~ q]r + r ~ q

ie, a little algebraic manipulation gives system
reliability Rs = P(S) as

R =s +

Analysis of Solution

Case 1: A = A => Rs = ro s

In this case system reliability is unaffected by adding
switch #2 in parallel with switch #1.

Case 2: A = 0 => R = r 2
o s

In this case, system reliability is reduced by connecting
the second switch in parallel. (This is true as long as
Ao < As because switch #2 is more likely to fail the sys
tem by failing short, than it is to save the system when
switch #1 fails open.)

Case 3: A = 0 => R = 2r - r 2
s s

In this case system reliability is improved by connecting
the second switch in parallel. (This is true as long as
AO > AS because switch #2 is more likely to save the system
when switch #1 fails than to fail the system by failing
short. )

- 17 -
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This example is instructive: it shows that installing
redundant components may improve, not affect, or even re
duce reliability, depending on the possible failure modes
of the redundant components, and on the relative probabil
ities of such failure modes.

It also shows very clearly the distinction between
the way in which the components are connected physically
and the way in which they are connected in the reliability
block diagram. ~he case II expression, Rs = r 2

, is the
expression for two components in series, ie, when switches
which can only fail short are physically connected in
parallel, they are effectively connected in series as far
as system reliability is concerned. In contrast, the
Case III expression, Rs = 2r - r 2

, is the expression for
two components in parallel, ie, when switches which can
only fail open are physically connected in parallel, they
appear in parallel on the reliability block diagram as
well.

Example 3

Calculate the reliability of the system of Figure 12
assuming that the reliability of all components is
0.9000000.

Figure 12

Solution

Applying Baye's Theorem using component A, and resorting to
notation introduced earlier in section IV(iii),

A A
RS = RSRA + RS QA

~ F
Since RS' RS are still not very easy to calculate, Baye's
Theorem is reapplied using component C:

- 18 -
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RA RACR + AC and= RS Qc'S S c

RA = RACR + RACQ
s s c s C

AC + R Q RAC AC AC
RS = RARCRS + QARCRS + QAQcRSA C S

(Note that this line could have been written down at the
outset since AC, AC, AC and AC constitute a set of four
mutually exclusive events suitable for use as liB-events"
in PR8).

T 'd' d' RAC RAC RAC d RAC th ta al In expan lng S' S' S an S' e sys em
of Figure 12 is redrawn for each alternative:

RAC -- R RandS D F'

substitution of these four expressions into the above
expression for R~, and substituting 0.9000000 for all
component reliabllities gives

R
S

= 0.9601659
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ASSIGNMENT

1. A system consists of three black boxes A, Band C. These
may be arranged in anyone of the four following configura
tions.

The individual component reliabilities are:

o (-I-'uA ''-J
-ate

= e -St

-yt
RC(t) = e

Write an expression for the system reliability in each of
the four cases below:

o---~ A i-----~_I_----( CJ~-~o (a)

r A I
I I

(b)
I B I- I I

I 'C I
I I

0.0.-'--1
--Lc__

- 20 -
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2. A component operating during its useful life has a relia
bility of 90% for a mission of 50 hours. What would the
component reliability be for a mission of 100 hours?

3. A system consists of four components in parallel. System
success requires that at least three of these components
must function. What is the probability of system success
if the component reliability is 0.9? What is the system
reliability if five components are placed in parallel to
perform the same function?

4. In the system shown below, system success requires that one
of the following paths must be available A-A', B-A t , C-B',
B-B'. Write an expression for the reliability of this
system. If all the components have a reliability of 0.9,
what is the system reliability?

Compare this with the reliability of the following system.

1

- 21 -
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5. The system shown below is made up of ten components.
Components 3, 4 and 5 are not identical and at least one
component of this group must be available for system
success. Components 8, 9 and 10 are identical and for
this particular group it is necessary that two out of the
three components function satisfactorily for system success.
Write an expression for the system reliability in terms
of the R values given.

- 22 -
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6. Calculate the unavailability of service water supply to the
vault coolers using the following reliability model:

TO
COOLERS

4.50%
PUMPS

ELECTRICAL

POWER
SUPPLY

The control valve is normally open; the bypass valve opens
on high vault pressure. Either valve delivers sufficient
flow.

7. Compare the unreliabilities of the following transmission
facilities: (q = 10- 2 ).

8. Calculate the unreliability of service water using the
following reliability model:

04.8x 10- 6

CLASS
4

rnll:"'~IIIRII~ I --- -...... rB---1IGirN--~fRANSFERr----t-CLASS 3J---L0---J
SCEME ---- - P

3 -2
0G· 7x10 0s'2X10 014x50,o

PUMPS -4

Qp' 6X10

Note that class 4 normally supplies class 3. On failure
of class 4, the diesel generator starts and the bus trans
fer scheme transfers class 3 loads to the generator.

- 23 -
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9. Example 2, section IV(iii) of this lesson analyzes the
reliability of a system of two switches connected in parallel.
Show that the reliability of a series system of two such
switches is given by

+
A - A
oS'"'
-~-- r"

A

Under what circumstances does connecting the second switch
in series with the first

(a) improve
(b) have no effect on
(c) reduce

system reliability?

10. Repeat Example 3, section IV(iii) but expanding about
components

(a) D and C
(b) A and D

11.

(a)

(4 x 50%)

Derive an expression for system unreliability QS in
terms of component unreliabilities Ql, Q2, Q3, U4, Qs.

(b) If Ql = Q2 = Q3 = Q4 = Qs = 0.100000, calculate the
value of QS'

- 24 -
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Calculate the unreliability of a system of two diodes
connected in parallel if diode unreliability

Q = Q + Qs'o

where Qo = 0.02 is the probability of failing Opgn
circuit, and Qs = 0.01 is the probability of failing
short-circuit.

(b) Calculate the Unreliability Improvement Ratio (UIR)
over a single diode system. (The UIR in this case is
the ratio of single-diode unreliability to the unrelia
bility of the 2-diode system.)

(c) Repeat (a) and (b) using the values QO = 0.01 and
QS = 0.02. Rationalize the result.
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This Appendix tidies up two points which were left open
earlier in the course.

I Annual Risk

Problem

The following formulas were used in 121.00-5:

where ARPE is the "Annual Risk of Power Excursions", ie
the probability of at least one power excursion
per annum,
is the number of unsafe losses of power regula
tion (LOR's) per annum,
is the unavailability of the protective (shutdown)
system,
is the "Annual Risk of Nuclear Accidents II , ie
the probability of at least one nuclear accident
per annum, and
is the unavailability of the containment system.

The RHS's of these equations represent the numbers of
failures per annum due to power excursions and nuclear
accidents, respectively, whereas the LHS's represent dimen
sionless probabilities. The problem is to justify these
formulas.

Solution

Suppose that a unit is placed in service at t = 0 and
that the number of failures per annum due to power excur
sions is ARQP (this is the number of LOR's for which the
protective system is unavailable to trip off the unit). If
Qe(t) represents unit unreliability due to power excursions,
then the annual risk of power excursions is Qe(l). The
standard exponential distribution for useful life failures
gives

R (t)e

= 1 - e \RQpt

- 1 -
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Thus the annual risk of power excursions is

Q (l) = 1e
-A.RQP- e

The McLaurin Series expansion of eX (derived in most
elementary calculus texts) is

X x 2 x 3
e = 1 + x + + + ..•

2 ~ 3 :

Thus

-ARQp
e

3 !
+ ..•

Substituting this expression in the expression for Qe(l}
gives

Qe(l} +
3 !

If AnQ~« I, and of course it must be, then to an excellent
n .Ie

approximation,

Note, incidentally, that the RHS really is dimensionless
after all because of the implicit factor of t = 1 year;

The argument to vindicate the formula for ARNA is completely
analogous to the above.

- 2 -
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II Unavailability of a Tested Safety System

Problem

The problem here is to vinOlcate the claim made in
121.00-5 that the formula for safety system unavailability,
namely,

gives the average unreliability, neglecting repair time.

Solution

Figure Al shows the reliability cycle for a tested
safety system, neglecting repair time. Every T years the
system is tested, repaired if necessary, and placed back
in service. Each time the integrity of the system is ascer
tained, the reliability returns to 1, and then decays expon
entially during the tc~t interval.

R(t)
I

o

T"TDSV~ •..

--- UNTE
-- - _SI~..o..§'@TEM

T 2T 3T 4T

Figure AI: Reliability Cycle of a Tested Safety System

One cycle only of this pattern is shown in Figure A2.
The average reliability for this cycle will be the average
reliability of the system since all cycles are identical
under the assumption of negligigle repair time.

RIO

I k::-=-~~~:~AVERAGE RELIABILITY,.

o T I

Figure A2: Reliability of a Safety System Between Consecu
tive Tests
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The average reliability R is then given by

R '=

1 Tf -At= -XT de

v

1 -AT- e=
AT

-ATExpanding e via the McLaurin Series (see section AI of
this Appendix) glves:

1 [1 - AT +
{_AT)2

+
( -AT) 3

+ ... ]- 2! 3!if =
AT

1 AT
+

(AT) 2= - ""2 6

Since AT «1 in practice in order to maintain high relia
bility, to a very good approximation,

R = 1 _ AT
2

Hence the average unreliability is given by

Q = AT
""2

which is the formula used in section 121.00-5.

L. Haacke
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